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Taking advantage of Complex Dynamic theory, Emergence theory in particular, 
this paper proposes a new systematical emergence mode for linguistic typological 
features based on previous studies. Language is here deemed as a complex adaptive 
system in priority, with meaning expression and understanding of communication as 
core. Under this circumstance, emergence of dynamic linguistic typological feature is 
explored from three perspectives: typical mode of discourse in use, interaction and 
cooperation mode during meaning construction and embodied experience mode of 
meaning source. Therefore, dividing line between studies on linguistic typology and 
other subjects can be vague, and academia will be promoted to analyze and explain 
those features. Meanwhile, corpus of interlanguage and Chinese native language are 
compared with each other to analyze dynamic Chinese typological features on 
perspectives of learners with various mother tongue. The main purpose and 
innovation of this paper are listed as follows: 
(1) Conventional linguistic typology and researches on typological features 
are summarized, and their contents, methods and shortcomings are 
discussed. 
(2) Complex Dynamic theory, the foundation for this research are proposed. 
This paper also illuminates that language is a complex adaptive system 
by discussing relation of complex dynamic theory and language system 
and to lay a foundation for discussion on linguistic communicative 
typological features. Then connotation and characteristics of linguistic 
communicative typological features are comprehensively analyzed in 
terms of cognitive linguistics, process philosophy and theories of 
environmental affordance and social cooperation. Moreover, combining 
with emergence theory, this paper puts forward theory framework and 
emergence mechanism and process of linguistic communicative 















proposed in accordance with languages’ core function – communication 
and its process. 
(3) Target language typological features in SLA field are designed based on 
theory frameworks and relevant studies. Chinese learners coming from 
four countries are subjects of the study, whose interlanguages corpus 
and Chinese native language corpus are compared with each other, so as 
to summarize Chinese’s typological features found by learners from 
differrent countries. 
(4) Research scope of linguistic typological features and application field of 
complex theory are broadened. On the other hand, this paper implies 
that communication agents should understand and utilize Chinese’s 
typological features on dynamic prospective so as to avoid failing to 
communicate because of misunderstanding. 
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